Pad printer
Pad Print Machinery of Vermont introduces the EAZY90 pad printer—one of three in the Eazy Inkprint
Series. The pneumatic operation assists in printing uniformly and the 90 mm diameter sealed inking
system is designed to enable quick color changes. The control panel allows the operator to set the
speed, pickup and print strokes as well as continuous and/or single cycles.
Visit: www.padprintmachinery.com | Call: 800-272-7764

Screen printing foil
Graphic Solutions Group carries Amagic screen printing foil. Available in a wide range of colors, it
can be adhered using a screen-printed foil adhesive or pressed down ﬁrmly on plastisol ink as it
comes out of the dryer. The foil comes in a 12.5” X 200-yard roll which can be cut to the appropriate size and laid directly over the desired area.
Visit: www.GOGSG.com | Call: 800-366-1776

Dissolvable stabilizer
Cotswold offers wash-away dissolvable stabilizer for creating free-standing appliqués that can be
used to decorate apparel or create emblems. The water dissolvable stabilizer is reportedly soft,
sheer and is said to leave no ﬁber residue. Cotswold eliminates formaldehyde from its chemistry
and uses a signiﬁcant percentage of post-consumer recycled ﬁbers in the manufacturing process,
making this product more environmentally-friendly.
Visit: www.lebowconsulting.com | Call: 877-309-3553

Unisex T
Style US779 from Anvil is a unisex 5.4-oz. pre-shrunk shirt with shoulder-to-shoulder tape, seamless collarette and double-needle neck, sleeve and bottom hem. Featuring a tagless pad print label, the American
Classic T comes in sizes S–4X and eight different colors including white, black, heather gray, navy, red,
royal blue, safety green and safety orange. Safety colors are ANSI/ISEA 107-2010 high visibility certiﬁed
for use as background colors and constructed of 50/50 heavyweight cotton/polyester. Heather gray is
90/10 heavyweight cotton/polyester, while all other colors are 100 percent heavyweight cotton.
Visit: www.anvilknitwear.com | Call: 800-223-0332

Stencil ﬁlm
RhinoScreen Dry Stencil Film from RhinoTech eliminates the need for ﬁlm positive, emulsion, capillary ﬁlm and exposure or drying time, according to company literature. The stencil is produced in
two steps after creating/printing the design. The company also reports that this process affords
safer, environmentally-sensitive products for screen printers, the ability to recycle paper that contain no silicone or organic pollutants, while reducing production time and inventory space needs.
Visit: www.rhinotechinc.com | Call: 888-717-4466
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